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Ref. No.: Rev. No.:Elevating and Amusement Devices
Safety Division 96/92

Date: Date:
DIRECTOR’S RULING June  22/92

Subject: STANDARDIZATION OF SPECIFICATION SHEET ENTRIES NEEDED FOR THE
NEW EDB COMPUTER DATA BANK

Send to: ALL ED SUBMITTING ENGINEERS AND ALL ED GENERAL CONTRACTORS

1. Introduction

This branch is developing an INDEX* system (*Inspection, Design and Engineering Data X-reference) in order to
improve the effectiveness of the branch in the area of:

- administration of the Elevating Devices Act, and
- the management of the safety risks associated with the elevating devices.

Data collected will include, information on design submissions, inspections, accidents, incidents, complaints,
maintenance.

Will be able to identify devices with potential safety risks considering such factors as the age of the device,
make, model, year of installation, applied standards, granted variances, type of maintenance contract, etc.

The complete system should be developed by the end of 1992 and we then intend to start recapturing data
from office files or by the installation site visits.

2. First Stage

The first stage of the INDEX system, now in place, enables us to store data on a number of selected
components of each elevating device class for which the design submission is registered after October 1,
1991.  For that purpose we use the design submission application and specification sheets.
Numerical and YES/NO data are directly captured.  All other information such as "door type" or "make and
model" must be uniquely coded by our staff.

3. What do we expect from submitting engineers?

a) In specification sheets, "the make and model" of an elevating device as well as its components must be
entered accurately and uniformly.

As an example, the entry for the controller designated as "Rapid Elevator, model XYZ" must be maintained as long as
this particular controller is manufactured and installed.  Any change in the designation, e.g. "Rapid El., model X-Y-Z",
may be recognized by our staff as a different controller and coded accordingly.

Where the engineer considers that any of two, three or more "makes and models" of one component are acceptable for
a particular elevating device he/she may list all of them in the spec sheet or in the attachment, provided the inspector
will be able to identify which of those is used on that installation.

In the future we will be able to identify all elevators equipped with a controller, or governor, etc., of a specific make
and model.  Naturally, it will not be possible if the name and model designation are recorded under different codes.
However, when a component model is redesigned, its model designation should be changed.

b) All other descriptive entries in specification sheets or applications forms that we capture, must be standardized and
consistency maintained.  Therefore, we ask that you strictly adhere to the guidelines in the specification forms.  In
addition, we ask you to use only the following descriptive entries in the forms where applicable:
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b.1) Application Form Item #22 - Building Function

Disregard the guidelines in the form and use the following:
1. Rental residential
2. Condominium residential
3. Student residence
4. Group home
5. Hotel - (hostel, motel)*
6. Hospital - (nursing homes, orphanages)*
7. Institute - (jails, prisons, psychiatric

hospitals)*
8. Assemblies - (theatre, galleries, museums,

school auditorium, restaurants, rinks, operas,
indoor pools, indoor recreational areas,
community hall, observation towers,
bowling alleys, library, place of worship)*

9. Learning institutions - (schools, colleges,
day-care centres, nursing homes)*

10. Open to public office - (e.g. post office,
professional offices, government offices,
medical offices, banks)*

11. Office (with restricted public access)*
12. Mercantile - (shops, supermarkets, shopping

malls)*
13. Industrial - (factories, mills, warehouses)*
14. Mass transportation - (rail, subway stations,

parking garage, airport terminal)*
15. Outdoor recreation area - (ski area, golf,

parks, Niagara Falls)*
16. Other functions

* Text in () for info only, need not be listed in the form.

In exceptional cases, the submitting engineer may not have precise information.  In that case, assumed functions will
be entered and the inspector will define whether type 1 (rental), 2 (condominium) etc.  The list may appear to be too
detailed with regards to elevators; but note that it is intended to cover all types of elevating and amusement devices.

b.2) Elevators - landing or car door type (item #92 and 124), use full description or acronyms as shown in brackets.

1. horizontally sliding, single-section (HSSS)
2. horizontally sliding, centre opening (HSCO)
3. horizontally sliding, two-speed (HS2)
4. horizontally sliding, two-speed, centre opening (HS2C)
5. horizontally swinging, single-section (HWSS)
6. horizontally swinging, centre opening (HWCO)
7. combination, horizontally sliding and swinging (CHSS)
8. vertically sliding, bi-parting, counterbalanced (VSBC)
9. vertically sliding down-to-open, counterbalanced (VSDC)
10. vertically sliding up-to-open, counterbalanced (VSUC)
11. if other - specify........

b.3) Spec for any ED class - Variances (item #190)
In addition to guidelines to the form, note that a request for variance must indicate:

- designation of clause(s) of the code from which the variance is requested,
- details explaining the variance from the quote clause(s).

b.4) Future development
In future stages (starting 1993), we will be exploring other possibilities, such as:

- fully electronic design submissions
- electronic submission of the list of maintained installations
- direct access of the industry to our data bank (e.g. technical data, directions issued....), on a selective basis
- electronic reporting of accidents, incidents....
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